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Health care will be ensured for

all. It has been 70 years since

Independence, but 5,000 people have

no clue as to what health care is. A

tragic example of this is found in the

Begunia panchayat of Baleswar

district.

 The government is focusing on

health care in rural areas. Therefore,

ANM centers are being opened in

every panchayat. The ANM center

was built seven years ago in

Begunnnia and Dumgandira of

Begunia panchayat in the Nilgiris

sub-division of Baleshwar district.

Pranati Barik, a female health worker

for Begunia Center, and Mausumi

Das for Dumgandira Center were

given the responsibility of managing

the center. The keys to the center

were also handed over...

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

On the one hand, the government

is talking about environmental

protection, while on the other hand,

it is not paying attention to

deforestation due to mining and

industrialization. The danger is

mounting, with wildlife and human

society at risk. Forests are declining.

The government spends an average

of more than Rs 180 crore a year on

forestry in the state, while in some

districts, mining companies and

industrialists are deforesting. In

particular, they do not comply with

the terms of the Union Ministry of

Forests and Environment. Jajpur,

5,000 people anxiously
seek health care !

A few years ago, the people of

Odisha called for the 'Mahanadi

Bachao' Andolan. Preparations for

the Baitarani movement have also

been underway recently.

Meanwhile, the Kendrapara

district's Ali-Rajaknika

residents have been at

loggerheads with the police.

Locals have come

together to discuss the

proposed drinking water

project at Varigada in

Rajaknika, Kendrapara

district. Ali-Rajaknika's

residents claim is that the

way the government is going to

implement the project without

discussing, it will affect their

livelihoods. The saltwater of the sea

will cause erosion. The national park

‘Janabadi’ Bureau Review

Destroying the forest !

Mining and industrialization in the name of development  !
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Who will fight for the rights of Kharasrota
river and people of the locality ?

will harm the biodiversity of the

interior. There is also a risk of Hental

forest destruction. This will reduce

the groundwater level. There will be

problems with drinking water and

freshwater. So let the government

first anchor the Kharasrota river and

then make this water project.

Otherwise, we will not give away

water or allow the project to be done,

no matter if we have to die. This is

the oath of allegiance of the

Kharasrota Banchao Sangram

Samiti. As preparations for

the 75th Independence Day

celebrations continue, the

declaration of war against

the government of the

people of Ali-Rajaknika for

water has caused a stir

across the state. "We will

give away our blood, but

will not allow the project to

be done". The agitation

against the mega drinking

water project launched on the

Kharasrota river at Rajaknika

Varigada in Kendrapara district is on

the rise. An emergency meeting was

held at Rajaknika ...

Kendujhar, and Sundergarh districts

have witnessed such violations. Such

exceptions have been observed in the

Cuttack Forest Division under Jajpur

District, the Kendujhar Wildlife

Division in Kendujhar District, and

the Banai Sundargarh, Sundargarh,

and Rourkela Divisions. Most of the

defaulting companies are mining

companies that have been allowed to

extract iron ore.

 The government's Ministry of

Environment, Forests, and Climate

Change has approved it and has set

some conditions for it. In particular,

industrial mining companies will

afforest as much of the forest as they

can, or double the amount of

undisturbed forest land at their own

expense. It will also compensate for

the forest to be occupied. In addition,

the transfer of non-forest land in the

name of the forest department, where

necessary to ensure...

Industries are set up: But no sign
of employment or development !
Many Industries are being set up, but there is no picture of employment

or development. An example of this is the Rengali region. Rengali on the

border of Sambalpur and Jharsuguda is considered to be the main industrial

area. The people of the region seem to be quite prosperous and happy, but

the real picture is quite the opposite. Happiness and peace are distant dreams

for the victims of poverty and unemployment in this region. Rengali has

many mines and factories, including Hindalco Coal Mine, NLC Coal Mine,

Aditya Alumina, Bhushan Steel, Aryan Steel, Shyam... 4Page-3
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Freedom & Independence
are in jeopardy !

The country is celebrating 75 years of Independence. The people of the country

have been observing this great occasion for seventy-four years as a national holi-

day. On this day, tributes are paid to the great warriors who were martyred in the

nation's freedom struggle. It is recalled that seventy-four years after independ-

ence, the struggle is still in danger of civil liberties. As we celebrate Independence

Day, we need to understand what freedom means. Freedom means exercising one's

rights for the good and prosperous future of the country without any fear or pres-

sure and fulfilling one's duties as a citizen. Freedom means electing yourself and

questioning the members of Parliament, the Legislative Assembly, the District,

the Panchayat Samiti, and the Panchayat. Ask for or take into account how he or

she is fulfilling his or her responsibilities. Freedom means not harming others,

adhering to one's own religious beliefs, and being able to consume one's food and

drink without interruption.

Freedom means freeing oneself and society from racial and religious hatred,

working in this direction. Freedom means bringing the weak, deprived, exploited

and neglected communities to the forefront of society, ensuring their rights, and

freedom means actively participating in and implementing the plans for the devel-

opment of the country and the state. Although a citizen has been repeatedly ex-

ploited and abused, justice has not been done even after reaching out to his or her

elected representatives to get rid of it. Persecution is based on religion and race.

Instead of protecting the fighters for justice and human rights, they are being re-

pressed by the government. But it is being propagated that there is all-religious

equality in the country, the Triveni confluence of the Ganges-Yamuna-Saraswati

conveys the message of holiness. Harijan or Dalit services are ongoing. The gov-

ernment is working on the 'Basudhaiva Kutumbakam' ideology. Women are re-

spected according to the 'Yatra Naryastu Pujyate'. The government is committed

to the establishment of the Ram Rajya Sabha. The hymn to the Vaishnava Janak,

known as the "eternal", is a human sentiment, compassion, an ideology that will

make the country and the state healthy, prosperous and end the feeling of enmity.

The government is working in that direction. But the reality is that elected repre-

sentatives in government are working towards sowing the poisonous seeds of com-

munalism! Racial discrimination still exists 73 years after Independence. The

preaching system is still operating under oaths of piety and superstition. But on

this auspicious day, Gandhi, Nehru, Maulana Azad's all-religious sentiments and

ideas are remembered. Freedom of expression is being attacked and even killed.

False cases are being filed. All of these images point to the question, how inde-

pendent are we? On August 9, 1942, Mahatma Gandhi in the Harijan Sevak maga-

zine said that religion was probably a personal matter, which should have no place

in politics. "The truth is my religion," he said in the Harijan magazine on August

30.04.1938. This can only be achieved through non-violence. Shortly before his

demise, in January 1948, Gandhi, during his fast, said, "I want my country to be

free, no one will be poor, no beggar, no one will be high or low, no one will be a

millionaire or a half-starved worker". All people will add food to their happiness

and pride through their hard work. The respect that men get should be given to

women as well. All religions will be the same. There will be no untouchability.

"Everyone will strive for equality, brotherhood, holiness, and ideals." The will of

Mahatma Gandhi, the father of the great freedom fighter, is to see how liberation

is being implemented in the country today through the above-mentioned hatred,

discrimination, communalism, racism, violence, unconstitutional, anti-democratic

activities of government representatives. Such a threat to the freedom and integ-

rity of the country has arisen. Citizens of the country need to come together to

protect the Constitution and democracy to avoid or eliminate this danger.

Seventy-four years
after Independence
Our country is celebrating the seventy-fifth anniversary of Independence.

Nationally, the commitment to the Constitution of India will be traditionally

proclaimed. The mantra of democracy, secularism, socialism and the

protection of sovereignty will be chanted. These coveted words are very

important to ordinary people, just like a bedridden patient gets saline and

feels better for a temporary duration. So what exactly is the current status

of the issues raised in the draft constitution?

The most important issue is democracy. How

successful has democracy or

popular rule been after seventy-four years

of independence? Today, we consider the

election process to be the mainstay of

democracy. The democratic opinion

that is being finalized in the run-up to the

election is not the opinion of the

people. This is a s p o n s o r e d ,

influential opinion. If the general election of

the people were to be satisfied with the election results, we would not have

been able to achieve this goal. The vast majority of the population would

not have failed to reach a subsistence level. More than fifty crore hands in

the country would not have been paralyzed due to lack of work. Millions

of homeless people would not have been desperate to find shelter over

their heads. There would be no immigration for work. Prices of Petrol,

diesel, cooking gas, electricity, food supplies, pulses, rice, salt, food items,

medicines would not have sky-rocketed.

How much of our democracy has matured after seventy-four years of

Independence is questionable. Zero can be made a hero here with the eye-

catching investment of corporate capital. According to the Bible, lies can

be proved true by telling it hundred times. Large sums of money are invested

in buying public opinion. The ignorance of the electorate, taking advantage

of poverty, is abundant. With such an influential public opinion, today's

Central Lok Sabha, Provincial Assembly Corporations have become

laboratories of will, a platform for anti-progressive reactions. Otherwise,

would millions of farmers have been living in Delhi for nine months

demanding the repeal of the black law on agricultural privatization? Would

the labor law in favor of the workers be changed? Which farmers wanted

to privatize the agricultural system? Which workers wanted the abolition

of labor law? By crushing the will of over a hundred crore people, the

Modi government is protecting which democracy?

What kind of democracy is it to abolish the special status of Jammu

and Kashmir and divide it into two parts as well as bring it down from the

foothills of the state and turn it into a union territory? Even though there

was an elected provincial government, what is the democratic trend of

keeping the people of the entire state under house arrest for a long time,

ignoring their views? How is Pegasus's espionage to crack down on dissent?

What kind of public pressure is it to give crores of rupees in rebates to

corporate capitalists like Adani and Ambani when huge taxes are imposed

on consumers? In our opinion, the goal of democracy is always upward,

developmental, and open-minded. But the defenders of our so-called

constitution are busy pushing it towards a centralized dictatorship. So

democracy is in dire straits today. We are unable to protect democracy.

Then how do we go about socialism? The secularists are stinking.

Ambedkar, the creator of the constitution, has not been named. In the name

of eradicating pollution in the name of clean India, in the name of eradicating

poverty, they have taken the path of eradicating the poor, the oppressed,

the forest dwellers, the tribals, the landless. How will the goal of an

Independent India be met if we cannot bring together the Union Government

and its allies to the forefront  ?

Biswonath Mohapatra
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5,000 people ...

Mining and industrialization...

Who will fight ...

Khandualmali: Tribals protest across 60 villages
Kalampur (Bureau): Water, forests, and land are

the rights of the tribals. However, to displace the
tribals in the name of mining for development,

recently, activists under the banner of Khandualmali
Suraksha Samiti organized a padayatra (foot march)
across 60 villages to register their protest, and alleged

that they were "stopped and attacked" by the police
were allowed to proceed only after stiff resistance
from local women. In interior Odisha's Khandualmali

region, tribals are waging a struggle against the testing
of soil for bauxite mining. Activists say bauxite
mining has serious environmental consequences. It

dries off water streams and leads to heavy pollution.
Also, the presence of corporate firms is likely to
adversely impact tribal lives and culture, they allege.

Khandualmali is located in the heart of the Karlapat
forest, most of which is part of the Karlapat Wildlife
Sanctuary, which is also home to a 'sacred mountain',

on behalf of the Kharasrota Banchao Sangram

Samiti. Because of the plight of the people of Ali

and Rajaknika areas, it has been decided by the

committee that the agitation will continue if the

project work is not stopped. The committee warns

that under no circumstances will drip irrigation

be diverted from agriculture, farmers, and

biodiversity. However, the Nachodbandha

administration has also prepared an action plan

for the construction of the project. To expedite

the work, the administration has imposed Section

144 for two months.

Permission has been granted for the proposed

mega drinking water project at Rs 800 crore in

Kendrapara district's Rajakanika. With the

implementation of the project, drinking water will

be provided to four blocks in the Bhadrak district.

It is being opposed by the committee, saying it

will have a profound effect on biodiversity. Even

in the last two years, the project has been opposed

through meetings, committees, ideas, and human

rights, and repeated talks with the administration

have failed. The committee warned that under

no circumstances would drip irrigation be

diverted from agriculture, farmers, and

biodiversity. The protesters demanded the

construction of a drinking water project by

building a barrage at the headwaters of the

Kharasrota river. Following the committee's

opposition, Ali has promised to build another mega

drinking water project for Rajakanika. But it is

not easy for locals to accept.

to both at the time. However, the two ANM

centers are still closed. It is alleged that by giving

many excuses these two women had not been

visiting the center. Due to this, as many as 5000

people are deprived of health care facilities.

People have reported to the Authorities about the

matter, but no action has been taken. As a result,

people have to go to the Nilgiris or Balasore

district's main hospitals for even the slightest cold

and fever. Dissatisfaction has been seen and the

departmental high authorities have demanded

immediate action.

the protection and smooth movement of wildlife, to

get approval from the locals through the village

council and the district commissioner, and to submit

environmental approvals where necessary.

Most of the people who are allowed to mine or

set up factories in the forest often violate the terms.

In particular, how much area they have been allotted

with they go beyond it and cut down trees for mining.

So where the conditions are in breach, the government

takes action. But by then, these companies and

organizations had already devastated vast forests.

Metallics, Biraj Steel, and Energy. Rengali is

one of the major industries in the state in terms of

revenue collection. On the other hand, the

agricultural sector in the region is shrinking day

by day due to industrialization and forests are also

declining. The Rengali people are not in an

advantageous state as they should be due to the

process of Industrialization. Especially in the case

of employment, they don't get the benefits they

deserve. The aggrieved, displaced, and affected

people have taken many agitational steps in

protest, but the situation is not improving. Before

Industrialization, Rengali was an agricultural

region. More than 19000 hectares of land were

cultivated. The demand for vegetables from

Rengali, Nishanbhanga, Turitikra Lapanga,

Khinda, Dhibenchhapal, Bamsamal, Landupali,

Industries are set up..

Baltikra Nuakhunda Talabira, Dantamura was

independent in Sambalpur and Jharsuguda.

Residents of Sambalpur and Jharsuguda relied

heavily on vegetables produced in Rengali.

Rengali's image has been completely reversed in

industrialization, which began in the 1990s in the

name of development. Rengali an agricultural

region has turned into an industrial region. The

agricultural sector has been shrinking since the

acquisition of land for industry. Currently, 11500

hectares of land are cultivated in the Rengali

block, of which 8000 hectares are under paddy

cultivation. In the Rengali area, the environment

has become polluted and the dust, smoke, and ash

have become an integral part of people's daily

lives. Even after two decades of industrialization,

the Rengali residents have not got rid of the

drinking water crisis. The people of Kurla, Sapne,

Yugipall, Baunsen, Barikpalli, Pudapada,

Bansimal, Lapanga Dantamura, Khinda,

Chalatikra, and other villages are suffering from

water crisis inspite of staying near the Hirakud

reservoir. Most villages do not have good roads

to reach the block headquarters. The various

development schemes adopted at the RPDAC

meeting are not being implemented and are lying

in the cold storage. Toilet trauma centers, town

halls, parks, and high-quality ESI hospitals have

not been established in the area to date. There

have been questions raised repeatedly in the

legislature about the problems in the region but

have not been successful. Rengali MLA Nauri

Naik said the fighting was ongoing and would

continue in the coming days. Similarly, local

educated young men are not employed in local

factories. The district council has repeatedly

raised the issue of employment, pollution,

farmland in the area. But the administration has

not paid any heed to it, said district councilor

Utpala Dhirua.

which tribals consider the abode of Kondh Goddess,
Khandual. Swati, an activist who participated in the
padayatra, said: "During the lockdown, the efforts to

test bauxite mining have intensified. We went across
over 60 villages, the region is rich in bauxite, but the
biggest thing is that the districts have enormous green

patches and rich forests. It is extremely rich in flora
and fauna, the initiation of the mining process is a
huge threat to our livelihood." Swati said: "During

the lockdown, there was not much awareness of
the virus in this part as it is very remote and people
are unaware of it.  But what has affected the

communities is the increased price of
commodities. Even during the pandemic,
representatives of the mining  company knocked

at the doors of a committee member, British
Kumar, who was previously arrested, harassed,
and tortured to initiate the process of soil testing,

There is no consent of the Gram Sabha."
Posco Pratirodh Sangram Samiti (PPSS)

spokesperson, Prasanta Paikray, said: The area is

on the opposite side of Lanjigarh, The forest is an
important habitat for several endangered species,
like tigers, leopards, elephants."

He said padayatra by the Niyamgiri Suraksha
Samiti and Khandual Mali Suraksha Samiti in
Khandual Mali is a key way of our protest where

mining major Vedanta reportedly proposes to
undertake bauxite mining. "We are not entirely sure
which corporate firm will take over this land but we

want to resist any move that leads to mining," he
said, alleging that "in the past mining companies,
such as BHP and L&T, have tried to grab the

mountain for the bauxite. The government, too, tried
to brutally repress the Khandual Mali movement by
incarceration of activists."
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Odisha: Khandualmali
and its Protest by tribals

Adivasi Day was observed on Monday,

August 9 at Khandualmali. On this occasion, a

social awareness was organized with the locals.

From Kalahandi district headquarters sub-

division Bhawanipatna to Karlapat Sanctuary, 44

km away are the Khandual hills of Thuamul

Rampur. Villagers around the hills depend on

the hills for their livelihood. The Khandualmali

Sustainable Safety Committee is set up to save

the mountain from mining and protect the

livelihoods and nature of the people. Indigenous

Day was celebrated under the leadership of the

committee. About

2,000 people from the

surrounding villages,

which depend on the

hills, attended the

ceremony. Villagers 6

km away from Saisurni

Chowk to Karlapat

Tanakhi Gate created

social awareness. Led

by social activist

Lingaraj Azad, the

Niyamgiri Suraksha

Samiti, N.A.P.M.,

Lingaraj Pradhan, the

host of the West Odisha

Farmers' Organization

C o o r d i n a t i n g

Committee, and

Laxman Suna, the

activist of the student organization AIDSO,

Rajendra Rana were also present on the occasion.

The Khandualmali Permanent Security

Committee launched a humanitarian plan for

Indigenous Day on August 1. In the run-up to the

tribal day, Khandwal Mali Permanent Security

Committee hosts British Kumar, Karthik Majhi,

Rusi Majhi, and Swati Mishra, a socio-political

activist. On Indigenous Day, the event began at

10 a.m. and lasted until 3 p.m. It was not limited

to a single human chain, but also took the form of

a mass protest against land leasing and mining.

Different slogan

writing placards are

all. The placards

chanted slogans

such as "we need

oxygen, not

carbon", "need

mountains in place

of companies",

"communal theory"

and "leave India".

Through these

slogans, the tribals

stood up against all

the reactionary

forces in the

country and stood

with the exploited

masses. It would

not be an

exaggeration to say

that the tribal people here are justified by the

devotion of African-American human rights

activist Malcolm X, "We can only be liberated

by uniting with every exploiter in the world."

165 million tonnes of bauxite is stored in the

Khandual Mali hills. So for the past three

decades, many national companies have been

trying to mine here. It was first built in 1988

against the mining of the then Sterlite Company

(now Vedanta), centered on the village of

Palingpadar at the foot of Khandualmali. Mass

movement. After three years of mass struggles,

Sterlite had to abandon its mining plans. Now,

after a long 30 years, the mining crisis is back

on track. Now the government has contracted

with LNT companies. Pressure is mounting on

the administration to quickly test the mountain's

bauxite powder, remembering locals for mining.

Therefore, the scene of government four-wheeler

machines in the area is a daily sight. It has been

Subrat Barik
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the practice of the administration to allow all the

marches and meetings, which were organized by

the Khandualmali Permanent Protection

Committee, first and then to ban them. In addition,

harassment of security personnel by frequent calls

to the police station in the name of interrogation

has also become common. Yet the struggle to save

the ancestral land and hill continues. Meetings

are held regularly to raise awareness and call for

action. A meeting was held in the middle of

Palingpadar village on the night of August 9 under

the chairmanship of British Kumar. British Kumar

addressed the villagers by stating, "We don't need

anything but this hill," he said. This hill is our

country. We have to fight a long battle to save it.

"Even if we have to give our lives for it, we will

not give up." Upendra, a member of the Niyamgiri

Suraksha Samiti, Rajendra Ranao, a member of

the AIDSO Society, and Madhusudan sang the

revolutionary song and called on the people to

join the 'indigenous day' the next day. As a

result, by 10 a.m. on August 8, people from

Palingpadar, Punjam, Pahadpadar, Karlapat, Tal

Permanji, Uparpermanji, Taringpadar, Jilagaon,

Beikot, and many more villages had reached

Saisurni Chowk. The traditional bow was

adorned with tribal hands and shoulders. As

soon as the program began, everyone shook

hands and stood on the side of the road.

Everyone held a placard in one hand and raised

their hands in the other. "Khandualmali

amarata, nai se kar buarta." The slogan

"Whoever will kick our stomach, we will break

their limbs". Eventually, locals, members of

the Khandual Mali protection Committee, and

members of various organizations marched

from Saisurni to

the Karlapat

Tanakhi Gate.

The event came

to an end after

activists  from

v a r i o u s

o r g a n i z a t i o n s

addressed the

locals  on the

occasion of

Indigenous Day.

After  the

dream of mining

in Niyamgiri

was shattered,

the government

and the capital is ts  are now eyeing

Khandualamali. Over time, these fears have

increased. In October last year, the Khandual

Mali  Permanent Protection Committee

organized a march to raise awareness about the

government's Mali bauxite powder test and to

unite people. The march is due, to begin, but

the government stating covid pandemic excuses

tried to stop the march. The day the march had

begun police reached the Palinagpata village.

But upon seeing the unity and strength of

people they had to return. I was also involved

in the march.  Khandualmali  Standing

Committee members, local youth, social

activists ,  writers ,  and members of  the

Niyamgiri Suraksha Samiti joined the march

and made it a success. We toured 60 villages in

nine days. I explained to the people and formed

various committees in the villages. It was at

this point that I became aware of the history of

Khandual Mali. When the locals protested

against the mining of Sterlite in 1988, there was

no organization here. But there was so much

unity among the people that they were able to

drive the company out of there. The movement

was able to achieve its ultimate goal under the

leadership of the tribals and the oppressed.

There is  also an example of a woman

spontaneously joining the movement at the

time.

When the then-District Magistrate, Mr.

Sharma, came to convince the people about

mining, the women of the area rallied in large

numbers and forcibly expelled him. Therefore,

Khandual  Mali  has a strong history of

resistance that is now inspiring the younger

generation who started the movement in 1988.

The bountiful hills, the innumerable springs,

and the wildlife in the hills have made the area a

natural diversity. There are many interesting

legends about the mountains. It has refreshed the

pride of the tribals and Dalits here. This pride will

be a weapon of movement for the locals.World

Indigenous Day, celebrated on August 9, is not just

another day, it is another cultural weapon for the

struggle of Khandual Mali.
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Wonder kid 'Buddhia' lost and forgotten

Bhubaneswar (Bureau): There

was a time when the brilliant run-

ner of the day was Buddhia Singh,

but the government could not take

the necessary steps as it should

take to bring this talent to the

world and bring pride to Odisha.

Fifteen years later, as India gears

up for the upcoming Tokyo Ol-

ympics by talking about Odisha-

born sprinter Dutee Chand's

medal prospects, Budhia Singh is

long forgotten in mainstream dis-

course. Everyone knows Buddhia

Singh well. At the age of four in

2009, Buddhia completed a 65-

kilometer race from Puri to

Bhubaneswar and caught every-

one's attention. At that time,

Buddhia was called the next

Milkha Singh and everyone

hoped that he would win a medal

in a big event for the country. But

where is he today? What is he

doing There is no mention of him

at all. Let's find out now what

Buddhia Singh is doing.

In the Bharatpur slums of

Bhubaneswar, where his wid-

owed mother Sukanti and two sis-

ters live in a cramped one-room

tenement, no one has seen Budhia

run in the last few years. Any in-

quiries about the marathon pros-

pect are met with a dismissive nod

from neighbors, while his own

family would rather talk about

how everyone, including the state

government, "cheated" him for

their gains instead of focusing on

his running prowess. "My brother

has gone to Delhi to graduate,"

said Rashmi, Buddha's elder sis-

ter. The government of Odisha has

been abusing him, starting with

Buddha's coach Birancho Das.

That's why he didn't want to stay

here. Buddhia could have been a

great marathon runner. But he was

only manipulated and then forgot-

ten.

Pointing at the house, she re-

calls, "The government that prom-

ised that it would do everything

for him could not even give him a

proper house. Look at our rented

home. Can a family live here?",

she asked. Rashmi and her mother

Sukanti work in an engineering

college in the city. Budhia had

come home in May this year be-

fore leaving for Delhi in June and

is also reluctant to talk about his

past. "Are you trying to talk about

my past? I am not going to talk

about it anymore. I have forgot-

ten all about it," he said, on the

phone from Jodhpur in Rajasthan,

refusing to share any details about

his educational institution or his

plans for the future.

When he was born in 2002,

his story would probably have

ended like most slum children.

After his father died, his mother

Sukanti, who washed dishes in

people's homes, had allegedly sold

him to a street hawker for ?800.

When Biranchi Das, then presi-

dent of the Saliasahi

Slumdwellers' Association, found

out about Budhia, he was livid and

returned the child from the hawker

by paying him ?800. The hawker

claimed that he had adopted the

child. Sukanti did not deny this.

It was happenstance that Das,

a local judo coach, discovered

Budhia's talents when he punished

him by asking him to run. When

he came back after five hours, he

was stunned to find him still run-

ning. This was a catapult that

launched him into the game. He

later made Budhia run 65 km,

which helped him get into the

Limca Book of Records and made

him run 48 more marathons. The

runs, however, came to an end af-

ter a controversy erupted over al-

legations that Das was exploit-

ing the child, following which the

state government put him in a

sports hostel in 2007. In April

2008, Das was shot dead by two

gunmen sent by a local gangster

over past enmity, ending the

child's tryst with success. In the

SAI hostel of Bhubaneswar,

however, Budhia did not prosper

as he did not like running sprint

events and lagged in other events.

Often complaining about food

quality and the lack of proper

training, he left following a mi-

nor controversy. Odisha sports

minister Tushar Kanti Behera

said, "His family has cut off all

relationship with the govern-

ment. His mother created a con-

troversy alleging that the state

government was exploiting (the

child). We don't have any idea

where he is now," he said.

In 2016, he was briefly talked

about when the film "Budhia

Singh-Born to Run" directed by

filmmaker Soumendra Padhi and

starring Manoj Bajpayee won

'Best Children's Film' at the 63rd

national awards. Later, in 2018,

Patrick Sang, coach for fastest

marathoner Eliud Kipchoge of-

fered to guide and train him. "We

could be looking at a potential

athlete, depending on when he is

put to test to see what distance

he can do. Running at that ten-

der age is a sign of potential,"

Sang told Reuters. However, as

he got older, Budhia's running hit

a dead end. Bhubaneswar-based

sports journalist Sambit

Mohapatra, who has tracked

Budhia's story since 2006, says

the prodigy's story is over. "We

can't compare Dutee with

Budhia. While Dutee battled the

adversities and was focused,

Budhia did not have any focus.

He could have been out in a

sports hostel where young long-

distance runners are nurtured. To

be a medal prospect in the Ol-

ympics, one has to participate in

national championships like

Dutee did and then be eligible for

the Olympics. Budhia did not

participate in any such champi-

onships and, thus, no one knows

what he could have achieved,"

said Mohapatra.

Rishabh Jaiswal of Sporting

Ethos, a sports medicine and psy-

chology institute in Delhi, felt

that Budhia's is a classic case of

early burnout. "Budhia's body

may not have been able to take

the strain of all the marathons he

ran at such a young age," he said.

"When children in the age group

of 11-12 years are trained hard it

impacts their physical and men-

tal health. If you are running

marathons at any age you require

to refuel yourself. For a child of

7 years to eat as much as they

are spending becomes very dif-

ficult the moment the workload

keeps on increasing. When

there is a nutritional deficiency

it would impact your sleep,

growth, and overall health."

But Budhia would rather not

talk about his past. "I have had

enough," he said. His family be-

lieves that he has been

wronged.
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Cuttack (Bureau): Sick dogs and

patients are sleeping together. Some

were found to be in urinating state,

some others are crying out for water

but there is no one to listen to.

Someone's body was infected and was

in a very miserable condition. Such a

tragic picture can be seen in the

Destitute Ward of SCB Medical.

There are 3 patients in this ward. One

of the patients was lying on the porch

of the ward, with two dogs lying next

to him. The condition of a couple in

the ward, on the other hand, is more

sensitive. One of the patients was

infected with burns and did not receive

proper treatment. The third patient

shouting, "Give me water, give me

water." But no one is there to attend

to him. Patients in the Destitute ward

have been accused of being in a very

miserable condition.

It is learned that a private

company is being set up at the SCB

to monitor destitute patients 24 hours

The landless have no access to land

Pipili (Bureau): The

government plan for the

residents of Nahamang

Chilibilia Sahi under the

Rupadeipur panchayat of Pipili

Tehsil is inaccessible. About

30 families have been living

there for 40 years. These are

landless and living in

government lands. To date,

they have not received a

permanent lease on the

A tragic picture of the SCB's Destitute ward
Patients and dogs live together

government's Bashundhara

scheme. As a result, they did not

receive any income certificates

from the tehsil. The students

there are being deprived of

higher education. Even in the

last fani storm, everyone's

house was damaged. They did

not receive food assistance

because they did not own land.

They have since taken refuge

under polythene-made sheds.

Residents are being deprived

of various government

assistance due to their names

not in the land list. About 150

people are living in the area.

There is no Anganwadi

Center. The resident local kids

go to 1 km away Anganwadi

center for studying. When the

election comes, politicians

come to the village and make

big promises. The residents

complained that no politician

had set foot here after the

voting session got over.

Residents have demanded that

they be included in the housing

schemes soon. Asked by Pipili

Tahsildar Sapan Kumar Nand

in this regard, the RIs have

been asked to conduct a

survey. He said steps would be

taken to provide

accommodation space when

the new allotment arrived.

a day. There are several cases in the

Human Rights Commission. In the

past, Justice Bir Kishore Mishra, then

chairman of the Human Rights

Commission, visited the SCB and

urged the medical administration to

provide proper care to the helpless.

Srikkanth Pakal, an information rights

activist, said he would once again be

at the door of the Human Rights

Commission over the incident.

According to him, once during noon,

he went to the ward of SCB Medical

Hospital. No one comes to see the

patients being treated here.

Someone just comes in, gives

them a plate of food and goes

away. Whether the patient ate the

food or threw no one is there to

bother about it. Srikkanth Pakkal

had witnessed such sights. "I have

received no such complaint or

allegation so far," said Dr.

Bhuvanananda Maharana, a

medical emergency officer.

Slum-dwellers displaced !
Jagatsinghpur (Bureau):

More than 4000 slum

dwellers who have been

living on the East Coast

Railway land near

Jagatsinghpur for more than

30 years are now facing the

threat of displacement. This is

because the Railway

Department Estate Court has

issued an eviction order for

the residents. "If the residents

do not leave their homes

within seven days, they will

be evicted," Railways has

said. Out of a total of more

than 21 acres of land adjacent

to the station, in the first

phase, the Railway Estate

Court has issued an eviction

order in the name of the

family head to evict the

residents living in a limited

area of about 7 acres.

 These residents are

mainly working as day

laborers to support their

families by working in

various non-government

agencies and private

residences. Now "As the

financial situation of the

above residents continues to

deteriorate amid the Covid,

how appropriate it is for the

government to issue an order

to evict them without their

consent?" Since the railway

department is under the

control of the central

government, it is believed that

giving priority to the residents

is a priority. In 2017, the

Department of Railways (East

Coast Railway Office on

Khordha Road) issued an

eviction notice to the residents

to set up a training center at

Jagatpur.

The required land was

surveyed and the location was

identified. After the notice

was issued, the residents of the

railway land joined the

movement in collaboration

with the locals. The

protesters demanded that the

government "first provide

accommodation and then

evict". The demolition

process was halted after

discussions with the higher

authorities, with the help of

the then district magistrate

Nirmal Mishra, MP brother

Hari Mahatab and MLA

Prabhat Ranjan Bishwal.

They have also been given

ration cards and included in

the voting. They have been

living here for a long time,

leaving their ancestral land.

The area where they live is

recognized as a slum by the

Cuttack Metropolitan

Corporation and is included

in various schemes.

7 OPPRESSED TRIBALS IN DISTRESS,

GOVERNMENT PLANS ARE FUTILE !
Sambalpur (Bureau): Such

is the sight. A baby in the

mother's arms. The

malnourished body and its

bones. The mother's condition

is more miserable than the

baby. It is a lifeless body with

one eye being visually

impaired. The helpless

mother also has a 3-year-old

daughter and a 5-year-old son.

The father is also unable to

work due to illness. There is

also an 80-year-old mother,

with vision and hearing

impairment. They have no

food grains to eat or a roof

over their head. The temple of

Baba Bimaleshwar in Huma

Sambalpur district is their

shelter. By begging they

manage to get some food

grains and feed their children

or else they starve. Such a

heartbreaking sight has

proved that all the plans of the

government in Sambalpur

district are futile.

Juvenile in hostage for Rs 200,000
Human Rights Activist files case

Dilip Das, a human rights

activist from Bhawanipatna,

filed a case with the National

Human Rights Commission on

Saturday. Unbeknownst to

him, Yamini Harijan, a resident

of Dedang village in Lakhna

panchayat, Jaga Harijan was

influenced by local labor

broker Sabir Mohammad.

They went to work at a

construction site in the

Cherlapeli area of Nalgonda

district in Hyderabad. Ballabh

Harijan (minor brother) also

went with his sister and

nephew. There, the owner,

Brother and nephew fled with

the fear of being tortured by

Nawan Enkena. But the owner

was accused of torturing the

minor on the construction site

because Ballab(minor brother)

did not return. He promised to

release the child if he paid Rs

2 lakh.
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There are 9128 orphans in the state
Bhubaneswar (Bureau):

9128 children in the state

have lost their parents and

became orphans during the

Corona pandemic. Between

April 1, 2020, and July 30,

2021, 1687 children were

orphaned after losing their

parents to the coronavirus

infection. In addition, 7441

children lost their parents due

to various other illnesses.

This makes a total of 9128

orphan children. Ganjam

district has 12 children losing

both parents due to corona

disease, while the highest

number of children who have

lost one of their parents is 220

in Khordha district.

According to the State

Commission for the

Protection of the Rights of the

Child, the highest number of

orphans in Anugul was 75

without a corona infection,

while the highest number of

orphans in Nuapada who lost

one of the parents was 1272.

In the state due to Corona,

93 children have lost both

parents and 1594 children

have lost one of their parents.

Ganjam district has the

highest number of 12

children, 1 in Anugul,

Balangir, Boudh,

Nabarangpur, Nayagarh, and

Sambalpur, and 2 in Jajpur

and Khordha. Similarly, 3

children in Kendrapara, Puri,

and Rayagada, 4 in

Baleshwar, Koraput, and

Jharsuguda, 5 in Bhadrak,

Nuapana, Devgarh and

Mayurbhanj, 6 in Bargarh, 7

in Cuttack, 8 in Kalahandi,

and 9 in Sundergarh are

completely orphaned.

Khordha, however, has the

highest number of 220

children in the district, which

has lost one of its parents to

Corona. Similarly, Anugul

had the highest number of

orphans at 75, followed by

Kendujhar and Malkangiri at

62, Nuapada at 57,

Sambalpur at 37, Dhenkanal

at 34, Sundargarh and

Koraput at 31, Nabarangpur

at 25, Khordha at 23,

Mayurbhanj at 22, Balangir at

The agony of not finding work:

day labourers leave their village !

20, Rayagada and Jajpur at

14, Kalahandi and Jajpur at

14, There are 13 in Devgarh,

12 in Bhadrak, 10 in

Subarnapur and

Jagatsinghpur. Both the

central and state governments

have taken care of the

orphans. The state

government has introduced

an 'Ashirwad Yojna' for such

children. The state

government has taken

responsibility for the child's

stay and education.

Sandhyabati Pradhan, the

chairperson of the State

Commission for the

Protection of the Rights of the

Child, said the orphaned

children should be monitored

during the Corona pandemic

to ensure proper care. Efforts

are underway to ensure that

they can participate in the

state government's 'Ashirwad'

scheme. The commission

plans to provide financial

assistance to these children,

she said.

Khaira (Bureau): There is a

constant worry at night to feed

the family. Farming could not

be started due to unforeseen

rains, and the profession could

not be relied on. The

government's guaranteed

employment plan has become

a farce. Every day, hundreds of

people from 37 panchayats in

the Khaira block are forced to

flee the state for work. There

is no doubt that if the

government does not look into

this, it will harm society.

Workers working in out-of-

state factories fled their homes

in lockdown during the first

year. Combining the data from

various panchayats, about

11,000 migrants from 36

panchayats returned home.

They thought they would stay

home and work. However,

during the second wave of

Corona due to lack of

employment both at

the government and

private levels, people

are now fleeing to

Tamil Nadu,

Karnataka, and

Gujarat to earn their

bread. As many as 25,000

people have left the village this

time around. Outside

companies are said to be

sending buses through brokers

to pick up people from Haripur,

Ratisha, Rapeya, Gagandhuli,

and other panchayats. Even the

elderly, who have been holding

onto the traditional profession

since the harvest of their

ancestors, have gone to work

to raise money for their

children, raising questions

about the efficiency of the

administration. The latest

example is the family who left

the village of Damsahi in

Hanababi village of Sardang

panchayat. For more than 40

years, the Sahib Dam

community has been making

bamboo products, making

baskets, and selling them in the

village. Sahir Ramchandra

Maharana, Shukdev Kumar,

Santosh Behera, the

chief of his family,

fled to Tamil Nadu to

work with his family

members as no more

items were being sold

in Lockdown.

Ramchandra's mother

Kaushalya Maharana lamented

that her son and daughter-in-

law had left the house due to a

lack of food grains. Such

incidents have been taking

place in villages, Kahnu

Charan Pakal, coordinator of

the Human Rights Mission,

said the administration needed

to look into the matter.

Although the central and state

governments have introduced

national rural guaranteed

employment schemes to employ

the people, more than 2,000

workers in the forest,

horticulture, soil conservation,

panchayat, and fisheries sectors

have not yet been paid. Kailash

Majhi, a member of the Jhinkiria

panchayat, and Ajay Samal, a

sarpanch of the Jhapiria

panchayat, said people were

leaving the village due to

uncertainty in rice cultivation

due to insufficient wages of Rs

215. "There is a lot of work to

be done, such as planting

saplings and land development,"

Parshuram Panda said.


